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About This Game

Rock, Ken, Bo is a 2D fighting game based on Rock, Paper, Scissors. Quickly switch between rock, paper, or scissors to attack
your opponent accordingly. Rock, Ken, Bo features 6 gameplay modes to challenge you and your friends with as well as a single

player story with multiple endings. Do you have what it takes to become a true Rock, Ken, Bo master?

EPILEPSY WARNING: Portions of this game can have rapidly flashing screens which may have the potential to trigger
seizures for those with photosensitive epilepsy.
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Title: Rock, Ken, Bo
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Xelphyre Games
Publisher:
Xelphyre Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Atom™ Z3735 or AMD A4-6210

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (Bay Trail) or AMD Radeon HD 6310

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For 2 player PvP, 2 controllers are required. XBox 360 controllers are the recommended controllers to use.
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I never realized I wanted to play a game like this till I played this game. You're put in an environment not knowing what to do
and you have to learn and adapt without help. Beautiful concept and artstyle, good mechanics. It all just works to provide a
unique experience.

However..
Some of the mechanics are a little annoying at times and some more features need to be added. There seems to be some pretty
active development so hopefully that keeps up as this game has a lot of promise.

Update: This game has a very active development with so far daily updates.

Update 2: Game isn't updated daily anymore. Hi,

First of all, a good start for an early access game.
here are my suggestions\/notes for future updates based on the first try of the game:

- weopon sound doesnt fit the game. I would expect having something more powerfull\/smoother relying to the weapon-sound
that shows "hey, ive got a gun! Currently it feels like a 8bit sound-compilation.
- for myself i feel like some weopons miss a reloadsound, eg sniper or the double barrel needs an additional sound when ammo
is "getting back"
- personally i dont like to drive around the trackpad to reload a weopon (it always gets annoying when the game has reached a
specific speed level)
- when the music\/sfx volume is being reduced (out of the game) and the game has been restarted, the first couple of seconds are
on a wrong volume and gets lowered afterwards.
- the weapon-menu ... well, for now i cant say whether i like or hate it :). only noticed when i had my arm reached during the
fight, choosing a weopon is not a good idea as the menue is being put a short distance off which means i need to reach my hand
further or get it back and reopen the menu. maybe you can balance it a bit.
- weopon damage needs small balance-update
- weopon aiming seems a bit broken (especially noticed within the sniper)
- to have an option to set the weopon angle would be great
- global leaderboard missing - you already said its on the run :)
- power ups would be great like (laserpointer, health recovery, autoreload, semifire and something like that)
- bots could need a smoother moving
- a radar which shows spoted enemys would be helpful especially on higher waves
- getting close to an enemys shot that puts you under slow motion feels pretty nice (like it is SpacePirateTrainer) or even reduce
the bullet-speed. its not that easy to to evade (or is it just me?)
- how about dynamite!!! (hey we are cowboys :) )
- honestly i thought to have enough space to play but this game takes a bit too much. Some kind of teleporting would be great.
Reducing the game-space could be an option as well.. Updated review
Recent updates have really propelled Balls! into the premier league of VR cricket games. This is also a fun game to play and
puts you front and centre against some seriously good bowling. Barring a few issues, i.e. no sound for when your bat hits the
floor and your hands being a little too high on the bat handle, the batting action is spot on. There are also lots of great scenarios
to play. The developers are listening and are responsive, and provided these and a few other minor issues are sorted out then this
game will be for me, easily the number one VR cricket game and a must have for any sports orientated VR owner.

Original review
I really enjoyed the limited time I have spent playing so far and with the promise of a significant update very soon I am happy to
give this a big thumbs up.. A nice and short visual novel. Not much more nudity than animesideboobs, but just enough visual
content to make the imagination sail. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

Manuscript and narrative are somewhat awkward, and they should be a bit slower and profound. The idea is still quite fun.

Bought this from summersale and I think it was worth it.. "No Seat?" is a question with a simple answer, and that answer is,
"Hell Fricken Yeah!!!!"
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Loveing this game and all of it's tricks. The only problem with this game is the fact taht it rox a little too much! At times I was
so pumped that I would yell, "Sick Trick!" in the dead of night and wake up my grandma!

My little girlfriend also loves it! She's too small to play so she stands atop a soapbox so she can use the keyboard and mouse.

Before you freak out, she's 62! She's got a disease. It's called rocking too much!

If you don't like this game, don't add me, don't message me, don't follow me, and DON'T thumbs down this review. I'm tired of
grassmen constantly giving me bad ratings on my reviews just because they can't get their tiny heads out of htheir little b-holes.
This has been happening for LITERALLY years! Liliputian homunculi, tiny girlfriend having freaks! (I'm an exception)

If you can't ride a bicycle well this game ain't for you. Stick to CS;GO or whatever game makes u feel like a little strong boy
because u can't shoo t freaking gun in real life (I'm at the chooting range now)!

Anyways, 8\/10. I didn't like the "Dabs," keep that GARBAGE in youtube rewind 2016!

- Dave 2003

Why do we repeat things that we know will not end well? Is it because we think that if we continue to do it, something good may
come out of it? Is it because we are scared? Scared of what what may happen if we stop? Scared that if we stop now, we will
have to face change?

= This game is actually broken do not buy =. It's Pacman with new stuff, i like the EDM music. If you like simple fast games
this is for you.. Played this game for a day. I actually like it as a tower defence game to waste some time, and want to give it a
good review. BUT the save function is completely broken, any progress made will be deleted after a session. It says it saves, but
it doesnt, you will start at tutorial level 1 every time its opened. For a game with a large skill tree and hours worth of levels this
is completely unacceptable.

Worse, you can read in the discussion forum that the developer has known about this simple game breaking issue for 4 months.
So you know he is lazy, unmotivated and unresponsive.

Terrible game.

1\/10
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Outstanding DLC ... so real so amazing in VR with Simvibe and AF. All I can say is this is an Epic VR Shooter! Brings back so
many great memories from classic arcade games of the past but still feels new and fresh. The stages are great and challenging. A
novice can easily get into it but a seasoned veteran will have thier hands full on the difficult parts. I've played shooters since I
was little and I find myself wanting more of this one!

This is what VR shooters are all about. A must have game to have in your collection. With this price its a no brainer! Can't wait
for more addons or the next game to come out. Highly recommended!. Interesting game. Definitely a throwback to the older
Puzzle games like Myst but with less exploration and more direct puzzle solving. Had an issue on the Piano but it makes sense
once you solve it and the 2nd to last puzzle also had me confused as there was no real hints anywhere for it =(

Overall not a bad game, I liked the presentation. Would recommend picking it up on sale, probably not a good time\/value ratio
at the full price.. Not sure if I can recommend this game if you plan on playing with a controller. Yes it's fast paced, yes I think
it's more tatgeted to speedrunners/ completionists, but I cannot for the life of me, fathom the controls. Using a controller, the A
button doesn't confirm options (proceed to the next menu etc), the X button does that, which I find very odd, and while in-game
it doesn't show the controller equivalent. Something like this (for example) would be very welcomed - Jump = A (Controller)/
Space (Keyboard).

So if you're using a controller, it doesn't automatically detect it. It doesn't show you what the controller equivalent of each
control is. I tried playing with a keyboard, but this game works best with a controller, even though the controls aren't completely
apparent at first.

I will recommend this game, but just a small warning if you're using a controller - It's not what you might expect at first, and it'll
take a bit of time to get used to. I wish Steam had a 3rd option for recommending a game (Yes/ No/ Maybe) but sadly, it
doesn't.. It is a M&B mod. And it's a great mod btw, I don't regret paying for it, but they should really tone down the price tbh..
For the price @ sale Great timewaster........
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